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Earlier this year I was delighted to receive a
personal invitation from The Lord Lieutenant of the
County, Sir John Peace. The reason for the
invitation was to join him and others to recognise
and celebrate the work carried out in the Voluntary
Sector in Nottinghamshire. I was asked to invite a
friend and Paddy kindly agreed to attend the
afternoon with me. We were chauffeur driven on a
very hot Sunday 14th July in our finery to Sir John‟s
beautiful Manor Houses set in acres of land. He and
his wife, Lady Peace, made everyone very welcome.
Sir John spoke of the valuable work volunteers did
in the County which made Paddy and myself very
proud to be part of. This feeling was increased
through the congratulations we both received from
volunteers in other sectors who were familiar with
the Country Park. Paddy and I recognised that
neither of us would have been there if it had not
been for all the work put in by our Friends at
Rushcliffe Country Park. There was a buffet lunch,
an old fashioned ice cream vendor and drinks on
tap. All too soon the afternoon was over and we
made our way back home on cloud 9.
Sue Jackson and I attended a Rushcliffe Voluntary Sector Forum on the 3rd October.
It was an interesting meeting and very useful for us to do some networking. We are
confident you will now see a lot more people walking around the Country Park and
visiting us on the 1st and 3rd Sunday for tea and homemade cakes!!
Dorothy

Wytham in September
Like moths to a flame we were drawn to our hallowed turf, the turf that thinly covers stone,
stone that bends tent pegs...our blessed campsite ….whilst on the subject...my new name is to be
„Roger no pegs‟. Thanks to Zoe‟s spare set, the day was saved.. yet another senior moment.
Once established it was time to make pancakes around the fire, sweetened by Sara‟s real maple
syrup. We enjoyed a lovely dry evening whilst nearby Oxford was suffering a deluge.
Our morning task was delayed by incessant rain and so the time was filled with coffee and
chatter. Nick cut up a shotgun cartridge and set fire to the contents to demonstrate how much he
likes setting fire to things. Our day got going by midday, and we were driven up the hill to the
gate that we were to replace.

As the photos show, after removing the old gate we set about installing a 12ft gate for vehicles
and a metal self closer for pedestrians. This metal gate needed releasing from its old site, well
concreted in and it took considerable cursing to remove it. The digging of serious holes for the
gate posts was slow going, the ground was very stony and discussions began about which type of
explosives we should use. On the second day we made great progress in the sunshine and loads of
„road planings‟ were brought by Nick to cover the ground surface. We finished well pleased with
our achievements. See proud team photo. The Friends sign has since been attached to the gate.

Now named the Friends Gate
Wednesday saw us off to Hill End to meet up with David, who did not disappoint with his selection
of cake, a very important motivator. The sloping field had been the site of two ‟Mongolian yurts‟
and it had been decided to site them on two large wooden decks.

After much head scratching we started measuring and digging the sites of the concrete pillars,
their heights and positions gave us a real challenge. Next came the 6 by 2 joists (see photo) and
then the decking boards were screwed on. Teamwork as always was outstanding and this
ambitious project was completed in just two days. Wednesday was concluded at the Talbot
whilst on Thursday we went to the White Hart. Thanks as always to our terrific hosts Nigel, Nick
and Kevin. Another successful Friends week.

Finished with a hand rail by Kevin & David

Wildflower Meadows
Whilst on a visit to the National Memorial Arboretum and seeing their
impressive wildflower meadows, I was particularly drawn to the cornfield
mix that they had created, “it took me back to childhood days”. I thought
“wouldn‟t that be lovely at Rushcliffe Country Park”? The Rangers had
been discussing the desire to regenerate areas of the parks wildflower
meadows, so I presented photos of the displays to show what we might be
able to achieve. The Friends and staff agreed to the idea and we set about
deciding where we would start this year, and make plans for future years.
We decided this year: to do a wildlife strip inside Millfield Orchard with an
annual butterfly & bee mix; regenerate the wildflower glade in Gibbies
with the annual cornfield mix; and chose a large area at the top of the set
aside behind the reed bed to also sow with the annual cornfield mix.
With the 100 year anniversary next year of the First World War and the
British Legion requesting people to sow poppies, we would like to be part
of that and we hope this will give a good show that park users will
appreciate and attract the insect life to add to the conservation value of
the park.
Margaret
National Memorial Arboretum

Millfield Orchard

How Much!!!

“We plough the fields and
scatter the good seed on the
land”
Fingers crossed!

Millfield Orchard

Thanks to Jim Toland & John Youngs for preparing the wildlife strip and
outer hedgerow line using the rotavater.
Keith then handled the „heavy harrow‟ to create a seed bed.

Keith also rotavated and tilled the wildflower glade in Gibbies.

Gibbies Glade

Annual Mammal Trapping
Whilst setting out the mammal traps in July we experienced an unusual phenomena,
Sweltering Heat! Usually we get totally & utterly soaked! This year we had a change to
the trapping team as apart from Jill, my usual gang were unavailable. Thanks to James
Harvey & Tom Marshall (our summer Volunteer Rangers) & Laura Sheekey for stepping in
and being initiated into the joys of early mornings, biting insects and crawling around in
the undergrowth, all for the pleasure of seeing & handling our little, often unseen,
creatures of the park. The trapping session was successful, the mammal catches are
continuing to build up each year and the populations are looking healthy.
This year my dog Copper proved to be a good Shrew detector—he took one sniff, put his
paw on it & low and behold it would be a Shrew!
Total catches for the pond dipping area were:9 Woodmice.
Total catches for the seasonal pond area: 10 Field Voles, 5 Shrews & 1 Woodmouse.
Zoe

Another two additions to the sensory
trail have been completed. The first is
called a „clanger bar‟ where children
can create a range of percussion sounds
from recycled objects. The second is an
activity about littering in our park.
Children are asked to move cans and
bottles along wavy steel rods into bins.
This is to be done with their eyes
closed, using touch alone.
In the foyer of the Education Building are also two new activities. The first is called
the „Clever Milkman‟ where children are engaged in simple number manipulation to
solve problems.
The „Frogs‟ is a logical investigation involves getting the two groups of frogs to
swop places whilst keeping to two simple rules.
Roger

Pond Dipping Area
This area has proved very successful again
this year for school groups and holiday
activities. To further improve the pond
dipping experience the ponds are being
deepened and relined using a bentoline liner.
This type of liner has a clay basis and is said
to be able to reseal itself if punctured.

Work Days
The Friends‟ work days will be held every Wednesday and Saturday.
Meet at the Rangers‟ Office at 9.30 am.
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Is it the 1st or
the 3rd
Sunday Today?

Who says birds don‟t
like
Turbines?
The Staff would like to thank all the Friends for their continued
support and hard work to help make this park a special place for all.
We wish you a Merry Christmas and a Very Happy New Year.

Dates for your Diary
Wednesday 13th November FoRCP Meeting 1-30pm RCP
Wednesday 15th January 2014 FoRCP Committee Meeting 1-30pm RCP

